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WARMER
Saturday;
tonight and tomorrow
fair, is the weather
man's prediction.
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WHILE the vast is
shivering, Lf.s Vegas
is enjoying beautiful
weather, a usual.
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INDICTED FOR

CAPITAL

IS CISTKEEB

SAYS EMPLOYES AND EMPLOYER
ARE BOUND TOGETHER BY
STRONG TIES

MEXICO CITY DISTURBED BY RE
MOVAL OF CONSTITUTIONALISTS TROOPS

SAYS

COMMUNICATION

HE

IS

A

PARTISAN

IS SEVEEEB

FORGER!
DECLARES

LULL ALONG
COAST

ORGENTIfAU HAS

TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS

(INTER CAUSES A

The coming of winter having nterrupted the fight all along the North
sea coast, Germany is making an effort to pierce the. .line of the allies
at another point. The French war office announced today that in the region of the Argonne forest, where aevere engagements have been in progress for the last few days, three vigorous attacks had been made by
infantry. These assaults, it is said, were repulsed.
The importance of this battle, the military critics explain, is the fact
that if the Germans should succeed in pushing back the allies they will
be- able to join forces with their troops, which, farther to the east, have
thrust a sharp wedge Into the line. Such a junction of forces would result in the surrounding of the strong fortress at Verdun, which the German crown prince attacked in vain during the earlir days of the war
The reply of the allies to this challenge was an attack on the Gerstatement
German
mans In the neighborhood of Verdun. An official
given out today said this attack had been repulsed.
In Belgium the diminution of activity has become still more pronounced. There was almost a total absence of infantry attacks in the northwest, and even the artillery fire, which recently has been unusually se'
vere, has lessened. :?
The Germans, on their left wing, have reoccupied a section of the
town of Chauvoncourt, which they recently blew up with mines after the
French had forced their way in.
Either the censorship or the absence of recent events have been responsible for' the fact that from the other fields of battle In Russian Po.
land, Turkey, Servia and Persia, there came only fragmentary Information
tcday. The German, statement said that the Russians were continuing
their retreat In Poland, but that in eastern Prussia they had captured an
Ger-ma-

WILL ENDEAVOR TO
TEUTONS
LANDS
FLOODED
CROSS
WITH ENGINEERS' HELP
'

Paris, Nov. 20. The French official
ommunication, issued this afternoon,
says that yesterday there were hardly any infantry attacks on the part
of the enemy, and that their artillefy
activity also was largely reduced. It
follows:
"The day. of November 39 was
marked by the almost total absence
of infantry attacks on the part of the
enemy; at the same time their artillery fire was much less violent than
on the afternoon of November 18.
"To the north the weather wan very
bad, and snow has fallen. All the region of the Vser canal, to the east
of Dixniude, is invaded by 'the waters.
"In front to Ramscapelle we have
withdrawn from the water two large
guns abandoned by the Germans..
There has been a fairly intense artillery fire to the south, Ypres,
"On the center there have been no
important actions ,,o report In the
Argoene three vigorous attacks on the
part of the enemy's infantry have been
repulsed.
"On our right wing the Germans
the destroyed sec'
have
tion of Chauvoncourt, Further to the
east we have made some progress."
Verdun Attack Repulsed

Berlin, Now 20 (By Wireless to
London). The German troops have
repulsed a French attack In the
neighborhood?' of Verdun in France,
and the' Russian retreat In northwestern Poland continues, according
to an official report issued today by
the German general army headquarters.
The text of the official statement
reads:
"In west Flanders and in north
France no appreciable change in the
situation has taken place.
"Heavy rains and snows, which first
soaked and then partly froze the
ground, have made our movements
very difficult. A French attack at
Combre, to the southeast of Verdun,
was repulsed.
"The situation on the east' Prussian
frontier remains unchanged. East of
the plains of the Maheurian lakes, the
Russians captured an unoccupied fort
5. which were some old cannon, The
retreat of the enemy through Iipno
and Neawaml continues. Our attack
has made progress to the south of
.
Flock.
"No 'decision hss been reported in
the fighting around Lodz and to the
east of Czenstochowa."
.

'

Russians In Bad Position
).
Berlin, Nov. 20 (by wireless to
The opinion was expressed in
military circles here today that notwithstanding the great number of Russian troops in Poland, estimated at
900,00, excluding tnose in the Schir-wind- t
region, General von Hindenburg
would soon be able to report a victory.
The position of the Eusslan forces
S3 considered unfavorable, both on account of the nature of the German attack and because such large forces
ar concentrated within a comparav
lively small territory.
Say-ville-
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unoccupied "Tort.
Such reports, as were received today from the eastern zone of fighting showed that the German army was still pressing the Russians back
through Russian Poland, over the same battlefield across which the Russians, a few weeks ago, were advancing victoriously.
No clear explanation has been made of the reversal in form of the opposing armies, although it has been reported t on several occasions that
the Germans were sending thousands of their finest troops from France
and Belgium to the east.
The Russian war chiefs state that their advance in east Prussia and
Gallcia continues in spite of their admitted retreat In the center. Ger.
main strategists believe that continued reverses lr Russian Poland would
force the Russians to draw back their northern and southern armies.
German opinion admits of no doubt as to the outcome of the war with
General von Hindenberg, Germany's popular hero of the fighting
Russia.
in the east, la quoted as saying that Germany and Austria will win al
though outnumbered, because they have stronger nerves and because their
soldiers do their own thinking, while Russian discipline is a' mere blind
and dull obedience.
Besides the possible withdrawal of German troops for use against Russia there is another reason for the lull in the fighting in the west. Cold,
wet weather has numbed and exhausted the soldiers so that great physical effort is almost out of the question. The weather in Belgium today
compared with a black, windy December day on the New England coast.
The storm continued and the waters of the North sea flowed through the
locks at Nieuport, which the allies cut to flood the low lands and hold back
the German advance.
Notwithstanding the etxent of the flooded area the invaders hope to
renew their advance. Large numbers of engineers are being sent to the
front and German ingenuity is to be put to the test to provide a. scientific
method of crossing the inundated country.
The outcome of yesterday's naval battle in the Black sea is still In
No fresh information was received to reconcile the conflicting
doubt.
clams of Russlai and Turkey, each of whom asserted that a hostile battleship had been damaged in the engagement.

French are Successful
Interest in the situation in the west
is momentarily eclipsed by that in the
Nov. 23. Foreign office
east. Reports from, Vienna' toll of Washington,
to
the French embassy
successes in Galicia, including the oc- dispatches
mentioned the success of the
ihere
today
cupation by the Teutonic '.. allies of
in repulsing the German at
Tarnow and Wieliczka. According to jFrendh
in the Argonne, and, announced
tack
these report? 7,000 prisoners were
(lie destruction of German earthworks
.'- - .......
taken.
.'.'
and supply trains in the. vicinity of
:
Turks Claim Victories
Rhehns...;.
;...;
follows:
The
dispatch
Constantinople reports rurther1' vic'From the sea to Metz there was
tories near Azow, Salinas and Zasat-lar- .
.

It is also said that, In conse- neither cannonading or infantry fire
quence of the advance of the Arabs, from the enemy the entire day. Our
several of the governmental depart- artillery, on the other hand, succeedments of Port Said, Suez and Ismalia ed in dislodging German batteries inhave been transferred to Zagsig, an stalled to the east of Nieuport. The
was subjected to scatEgyptian town 40 miles from Cairo. British army
tered
artillery fire for a time, but the
The government, of tue Sued canal is
was exceedingly bad and it
weather
over
been
have
taken
to
by
reported
snowed for four hours.
the military authorities.
"There was no important action beMany Soldiers Drowned
tween Arras and Noyon. From
to Rheims there has been inter- Reports received today from Hoi- land, according to information given mittent artillery firing. Our . artillery
out in official circles here,, are to the has succeeded in destroying two of the
effect that in the fighting near Bix- - enemy's earthworks, and has bom- schoote and Dixmu'de the French lostjbarded their supply trains.
'
British1
20,C()0 mn, and that 1,500
xhe bombardment of Rheims was
were
in the Yser cannl.
ieS9 intense that on the last few days.
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IS ALLEGED TO HAVE SECURED
MONEY BY USE OF OTHERS'
NAMES

HE IS WORKING

FOR

VERA

CRUZ IS CUT OFF FROM
THE HEADQUARTERS
OF

THE SQUARE DEAL FOR
' THE TOILERS

GENERAL

CARRANZA

Philadelphia, Pa., Nox. 20. "There
can be no permanent industrial peace
that is not based on industrial justice," declared William B. Wilson,
secretary of the federal department
of labor, today to the delegates of the
American Federation of Labor. Introduced to the convention by Presi
dent Gompers as "our Bill," and addressing the delegates ' as "fellow
trades unionists,'' Secretary Wilson
said that he had been criticised for
certain statements he had made at
the federation's convention at Seattle
lsst year, and declared that he re af
firmed what he said there.
The secretary said he also hod been
accused of partisanship in conducting
his department.
If securing justice to those who
earn their living by the sweat of their
face is partisanship," he exclaimed,
then count me a partisan on the side
of the man that labors."
MrV Wilson, in telling of the work pf
his department, said that in the last
year and a half it had handled scores

Washington, Nov. 20. The state
department today received notification
that General Obregon had declared
A
LGBATO
USED
WEAPON
war on Villa. The notification states
that Obregon was going to Salina
Cruz, As that port is on the Pacific
HE IS INDICTED FOR FIRING OFF
side of the Isthmus of Teliuantepee
A GUN WITHIN A POPULAT-Eand far from the scene of the threatCAPTAIN DECKER OF THE TENSETTLEMENT .
ened hostilities, officials could not unNESSEE ALSO 13 STILL TO
derstand it- BE HEARD FROM
Consul gilliman in a uiKimkli filed la
INVESTIGATORS
STILL BUSY
Mexico
No
Nov.
City at 8 o'clock last night,, re
further
2,0.
Washington,
ported that General Obregon's troo j,,
report came to the state or navy dt
WILL
GRAND JURY
PROBABLY
were entraining for Orizaba and mo i
partment today on the firing of Turk
ITS
WORK
COMPLETE
NOT
ing the offices of the. government wi ')
ish forts at Smyrna upon the launch
THIS WEEK
them.
o
the American cruiser Tennessee.
Consul Silliman added that the cliy
Officials were awaiting dispatches
The grand jury this afternoon re
waB in a state of decided unrest. He
from Ambassador Morsntliau or Cap- turned an indictment against George
did not Indicate whether the Obregon
laiu jjeuiiei, aiiu meauwuue maintain-- 1
on a charge of forging the names
troops were evacuating the city to
ed their confident a tuiude that the Sells
leave it undefended before the troops
incident would be explained .satisfac- of G. A. Bryan and Hugh Quigley to
a note for $330. It i alleged that
approaching from the north, or whetorily by the TurkftU government.
Sells, an engineer on the Santa Fe
ther his forces were to be replaced
to borrow some
endeavored
railroad,
other Carranza troopa moving
with
thearmored
Decker
of
Captain
down from Queretaro under Genera?
cruiser Tennessee canieij the navy de- money on a note. He vas unable to
on a note unless it
Gonzales, one of Carranza's chief sup
partment late today trom Chios, obtain any funds
porters.
Creece, acknowledging r, ' rlpt of Beo-- ' were signed by two responsible- perT.
a
a11!
so he akked Bryan and Quigley, of traci'3
l'!:i)iii ' '.. , pint ranrfH.5 mw.
retary Daniels'. dispatch u
liv Win sons,
u; imniieiiUici
Kj'si and ;i hie k-.-.
to take no Bteft without Instructions two fellow workers, to endorse the ifc3 been striliej vutii tuu ivas.'
from Washington. He gave no fur- strument. They refused, it is assert- the Pere Marquette strike and the tvseen the capital and Vera Cruz wan
ther details of the firing upon the ed. Bells then, it is said, forged their strikes at Calumet and in Colorado. interrupted. Previous reports have
names to it and cashed it He was The department, he added, takes the left it to be understood that a suffi-ceTennessee's launch at Smyrna.
garrison would remain in the
This was the first word from the later arrested, and at the time of his stand that employer and the employe
in creating a
capital to maintain order and prevent
Tennessee since Cantain Decker's la- arraignment it was stated that the have mutual interests
amount of production with a entrance of the Zapata farces untit
conic dispatch Wednesday confirming money had been repaid. The case was greater
amount
of labor. They differ Villa's forces were in the immediate
given
newspaper reports orI; the incident. set for hearing late this afternoon.
to
as
that should go to vicinity and ready to enter, when
the
share
First
only
was
note
cashed
the
The
by
Secretary Daniels has asked for a full
method should the Carranza troops would withdraw.
and
under
the
aceach
to the
report, hut owing to the difficulty in National bank, according
When
the
be
employer and
produced.
count.
Acting Secretary Lansing conferred
communicating with that part of the
reach this stage, he said, with Acting Secretary Breckenridge of
the
employe
Indicted
Lobato
will
no
it
when
world, there is
saying
to sit down the war
department, and Brigadier
Yesterday the grand jury returned then it Is the proper thing
arrive.
General Scott, chief of staff, over dean indictment against AnastacSo 'Lo- and solve the problem.
tails of the evacuation of Vera Cruz.
bato for shooting a rifle within a setDepartment Unprejudiced
Lodge Says "Inconsistent"
Loi-atIt was decided that the customs col
the
also
West
on
has
lives
labor
The department of
Boston, Nov. 20. Criticism of 'the tlement.
lected
Mr.
to
the
house
next
of
during the period of occupation,,
occupied
door
accused
been
side,
in
partisanship,"
attitude
connection
administrations'
with the recent firing upon a boat from by Peter Ciddio and his family. It Wilson continued, "on the theory that supposed to aggregate more than
would be brought away by
the cruiser Tennessee in Turkish wa is declared that three children of Cid in acting as mediator in labor disputes
to Lo- it is performing a judicial function. Major' (JSnfraJ,. Fnnston to be held in
the
dio
burros
drove
in
incident
belonging
and
wih
the
Tampico
ters,
the Mexican troubles, was made last bato out of his yard. This made Lo- That is not true. It performs diplo this country ;ford'et!very to the govno more ernment which la" finally recognized.
night by United States Senator Hen bato "hot under the collar" and he matic functions. There is
Minister Fabela telegraph
ry Cabot Lodge. Speaking nefore the rushed Inside, secured his rife and reason why the department of abor edForeign
the
Carranza
labor
whether
not
agency here today
clear
from
is
it.
barred
It
be
should
handling
Middlesex club, a republican organiza discharged
a formal declaration that hostilities
than
manner
to
or
a
children
at
in
fired
the
he
diplomatic
merely
said:
senator
disputes
the
tion,
"The administration Is content to scare them. He was arraigned in there is for barring the state depart- with Villa had broken out and told of
have it appear that the Tennessee was court, but stated that he was unable ment from handling international dis- the appointment of military command
ers for the various states and districts.
fired upon to give warning of mines, to secure an attorney because they putes.
labor
no
in
we
want
and
he
be
had
to
wanted
"What
at
all
handling
paid
but you all know what happened
NATIONAL GRANGE MEETS
Tampico.
Then, within three days mcney. Judge Leahy appointed Leo disputes is men who are experienced
Wilmington, Del., Nov, 20. Equal
American sailors were in Mexican wa- Tipton and Louis Armijo as counsel and level headed and who understand
ters and shedding their blood. And for the defense, and the hearing of the technicalities Involved. In, carry- suffrage was a topic of earnest disnow now the incident of the salute the case was set for this afiernoon.
ing out its work the department takes cussion by the National Grange today.
men who are experienced find have and while the committee report in
And
seems to have been forgotten.
Trujillo Loses Case
technical knowledge of the em- favor of equal suffrage through 6a
the
the flag was never saluted.
vs.
D.
The case of Juan
Trujillo
"All our efforts should have been Charles F. Adlon for wilful trespass ployes' side and also men who are ex- amendment to the federal legislation
devoted to bring about pacification in was decided today against the plain- - perienced and have the knowledge of was disapproved, thei cause of votes
enMexico instead of getting Huerta out
a'.red trial the employers- awe, ana sends them for women was enthnsiasitieally
jjj8
adwork."
committee
their
to
Is
dorsed.
out.
report
Mexico
it.
is
in
office.
perform
now,
As
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Th.
by jury and agreed that Judge Leahy
Speaking on industrial justice, Sec verse to" (lie combining cf military
the throes of revolution and the two should render the decision. Trujillo
there etiJl are exTwta general educ if on v,
y retary Wilson said
pets of this administration, Carranza claimed cattle belonging to .Adlon
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look
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the following:
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man
being,"
of destroy TrujiHo's property. Tha costs "When the human machine is crowd"Albert Ballin, director-genera- l
the case were paid by the plaintiff.
Hamburg-Americathe
Steamship of
down from strain, it rc
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citi- ed and breaks
This
morning Louis P
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Secretary Wilson declare that the t it le wot 1
state that the French positions at,
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Chauvoncourt have been blown up by
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the German mines .wi;h heavy losses
Jefferson City, Mo., oNv. 20. The labor for labor in the last two genera
t
for the French, and that the Germans legislative committee appointed by tions."
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then occupied these positions.
Governor Major began work today
"Labor, at last," the secretary paid,
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Ancient
Ha

GRAIL

GENOA

Nothing was more

in-

teresting a score of years ago in the
rococo church of St. Lorenzo in Genoa
than the silk tapestry which used to
cover the walls, its cherry brocade
throwing a glow of unusual warmth
over the interior. But the real object
of attraction for tourist.3 was the
holy grail kept in the sacristy. It
was broken even in those days and
to any but the eyes of the faithful
't was to its historic and religious associations rather than to its beauty as

t

;

CUT AUSTRIAN STYLES
London, Nov. 20. English hatters

lias Fis3 Actisn

this fall are offering no fedoras with
the bow at the back. Neither are the
soft hats and derbies with feathers
in the band among the fall offerings.
Real Work in Cleaning The bow at the back of the hat was
a fancy originated by Austria, and
Body of Impurities.
the feather idea also came from
Vienna.
Consequently English hat.
ters will have no more of those'
par
ticular styles.

Relic in St. Lorenzo Church
Eventful and Interesting
History.

Genoa, Italy.

COW

OF

Doe

BIG POWER PLANT
Santa Fe, Nov. 20. The proposition
to supply electric ipower to Santa
Fe,
Albuquerque and even Las Vegas and
Socorro with electric power generated
tlie Rkin that blood Impurities by the Rio Grande in White Rock
n
And Vt Is In the
are driven by Nature.
iCanyon, Just 15 miles west of Santa
skin that 8. 8. S., the fnmous blood pur
most
Fe, by the erection of a big power
pronounced mnuent-eifier, has its
For It is here that you see the results,
a fl S. Ih none the less effective in theIn plant, received a new impetus today
joints, glands and mucous surfaces bolls when State Engineer James A. French
driving out rheumatism, overcoming
approved the application of John Bor-and ridding the system o catarrh.
increments in radaiie for his power project. SeverThe purely
vegetable
a S S. are naturally assimilated but al similar
mediapplications were canceled
they enter the blood as an active
cine and are not destroyed or converted recently because the applicants had
It is this peculiar feat U an Indication, that the
while at. work.
project, which
ure of S. S. 8. that makes it so effective.
Tt stirs Into action all the forces of the as to time in which a project must be
body, arouses digestive secretions, stimulates the blood circulation to destroy dis- completed.
!
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On Sale Saturday until 10; P, M,
TABLE LINEN
Men's Shirts
AtAboutU3off
Grocery Sale

.

Last Day of the

Men! are you satisfied wren
the shirts you buy? do the

inn

Tomorrow is the last day of the linn sale.
Humidor Linen and Napkins, made of pure
flax in Scotch, Irish, and German weaves.
Take advantage of this sale tomorrow it
means money saved.
75c Table Damask 49c yard
. . 98c
$1.50
lengths..
$1.23
$1.88 2
yard lengths
.Si .47
lengths.
$2.25
$1.50 Table Linen $1.05 yard
$2.10
$3.00
lengths
2
21-.$2.63
yard lengths
$375
$3.15
lengths.
$4.50
$1.75 Table Linen $1.20 yard
.$2.40
$3.50
lengths..
, . .$3.00
$4.38 2
yard lengths
lengths
....$3.60
$2.00 Table Linen $1.27 yard
.$2.54
$4.00
lengths..'...
, .$3.18
$5.00 2 2 yard lengths
$3.81
$6.00
lengths
$2.25 Table Linen $1.42 yard
$2.84
$4.50
lengths
.$3.55
$5.63 2
yard lengths. .
. .$4.26
$6.75
lengths.
Linen
Table
and
$1.83
$2.50
$2.75
yard

fit? does the color launder
18 lb Sugar $1.00
a
out?. We are showing
Bros.
"Wilson
of
line
full
if
Tomorrow is the last day of the grocery sale
'you
them In
haven't taken advantage of it as yet or if you have and shirts and guarantee
$1.25
Priced
respect.
wish a "second helping," come tomorrow, as we do not wish every
$1.50.
and
orders.
to accept phone
Pleated
Mushroom
New
.
o lbs. Ture Lard
$M5
Bosoms, for $1.75.
.$i.6o
,o lbs. Compound Lard
CLASSY NEW NECKWEAR
85
.o lbs. Compound Lard. .
New Neckties here for every
.45
taste and every purse pure
5 lbs.. Compound Lard
silk new patterns.
$1.00
.7 bars White Laundry Soap
Some for 75c.
lb. cans Tomatoes....
$1.20
2 2
Some for 50c.
$1.00
Com
cans
.2
A
good assortment at 25c
o lbs. Pure Lard
...$270

L

1- -2

rd

Take your choice tomorrow
regular price.

at exactly

of our trimmed Hats

1- -2

$S-2-

Everything on sale, not a single hat reserved.

rd

2--

the

one-ha-lf

Here are

$3.00 TRIMMED
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The reported war losses in Europe
are not taken seriously in army circles here. It was figured after the
e
war that it took 10,- 000 bullets to kill a man.
This and
A
other information that has reached
Secretary Garrison convinces him
that it is much more difficult to kill
men in battles nowadays than many
ARMY
persons suppose.
Many inquiries are received as to
the exact fighting strength of the
COMPARED WITH THE NATIONS United States army. The total enOF EUROPE ITS MILITARY
rollment is 97,760, of which number
FORCE IS PUNY
4.8S3 are officers.
This leaves S.986
vacancies in the authorized enlisu'ig
Washington, Nov. 20. That the strength of the regular army. There
United States Is quietly training a were 3.S82 desertions from the army
reserve army of 150,000 men in mili- during the past year, a dsnroase of
tary schools, instruction camps and r.n compared with the yeir before.
rifle ranges, all in
with During the past year 1,001 enlisted
the war department, will he the main men were discharged for disability,
argument advanced In support of the (n.ly 2t per cent of those who applied
administration's stand, when the cri for enlistment at recruiting Btatir.ns
tics of the army's "un preparedness"
erp accepted.
The value of the aeroplane In war
again launch their broadside at the
is still in doubt among army
coming hearings.
men.
il is Kuccessful as a
Army officers are detailed at" many Th-iiang4 tintraining camys, and the scope of this der there Is no doubt, and In cam
work la being Increased each year. paigns against fortifications this Is
Secretary Garrison is expected to lay most important. The wonderful work
great stress upon this point in his re- of the German gunners Is attributed
The war depart- to the aeroplane aid.
port to congress.
ment has loaned Bome 33,000 rifles to
The wireless situation Is a grave one
educational institutions for the promo- for this country, on account of its
tion of marksmanship. More than 60 long stretch of coast on two oceans.
universities and colleges
received Whether secret stations are actually
g
funds from the government for
being operated for communication
i.
military taetlca In their
with belligerent ships is doubted
here, although there is abundant eviHip two battleship program will dence of the existence of a communl- nt't,i:i in th coming wommenda- - cation system, cleverly organized long
i
f rrMMit V.'hon, according before the
present war broke out. If
t
rt nnr h cement. The (the ancret stations exif-t- they are
kit. n ,'i (otnl about
jhelieved to be in cities cr aboard
1
, ir
" t authorized1 jf'Wps Intornd In various American
t
i
d in the last
That, it would b? possible
tt riling on the jharhorn.
i
to establish ft radio station in- the
Novr-ra-i
Ma!n
forest without tbf knowiPiHe
to pt tho of t!)i naiivflss is far from believable)
'"s
,iti Chriiit ;nns. to nrni"
rr,"8.
T
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Las VessLeadinaStoro

We just received the clasy new cloth hats a day or two ago,
and they have made a decided hit in fact you had better
come at once if you wish a selection out of this first lot. THE
PRICE IS ONLY $1.50.

i

$3.00

$4.50,Doz. NAPKINS . .
$8.00 Doz. NAPKINS

Men's Balmacan Hats SL50

i

98c
$2.58

$4.00 Doz. NAPKINS

Huy Women's Suits, Wool and1 Silk Dresses, Furs, Children's Hat3, Girdles,
Kill Qloves, Damaak Towels, etc.,rat reduced prices tomorrow.
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.....
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the discounts

ALL TEACHERS COMING
Santa Fe, Nov. 2U.: County Superintendent Connell of McKinley county
writes Secretary J. H. Wagner from
Gallup that every one of McKinley
country's teachers will attend the edu-

WOMAN'S

SKULL

CRUSHED

UP-

FIVE MINUTES

Wonder what upset your stomach
which portion of the food did the
damage do you? Well, don't bother.
If your stomach Is In a revolt; if
sour, gassy and upset, and wha'.- you
jist ate has fermented into stubborn
lumps; head dizzy and aches; belch
gases and acids and eructate undigested food; breath foul, tongus coat
edJust take a little Pape's Diapep-si- n
and in five minutes you wonder
what became of the Indigestioa and
distress.
Millions of men aud women today
a
know that It Is needless to hav
bad stomach. A little Diapepsin occasionally keeps thh delicate organ
regulated and they eat their favorite
food3 without fear.
If your stomach doesn't take care
of your liberal limit without rebe'Hon;
If your food Is a damage Instead of
a help, remember the quickest, surest,
most harmless relief is Pape's Diapepsin which costs only 50 cents for a
Ir.rge case at drug stores. It'? truly
wonderful it digests food and se'9
Ifcipgs straight, so gently and easily
that It
really natonlsing. Please,
for your mko, don't pro on pnd on
with a weak, disordered stoma, h; it's
so

.

nnnr-cesHary-

Adv.

COAL RATES FIXED

Santa Fe, Nov. 20. The state cor
poration commission announced today
that the coal rate case for Clayton
has been closed, the rates being fixed
at $2 a ton for slack and pea, as well
as other kinds of coal carried over
the Colorado & Southern from Koeh-le- r
and Pteston camps In Colfax coun-

This Food Won a War

ty, to Des Moines, Amboy, Grenvllle,
Mount Dora and Staunton, Union

HOUSING

mm

i...,

fe

"--

county. The same rate is fixed for
pea and alack coal, but at $2.25 for
other kinds of coal to Clayton and
Royce; while $2.25 is to be the rate
for, pea and slack and $2.25 for other
kinds to Sixela. The rates will also
cover shipments from the Trinidad
and Walsenburg districts in Colorado.
The rate to Cimarron was cut from
$1.50 to $1 a ton over the St.
Louis,
ivoeny Mountain & Pacific from the
Colfax county coaj camps on that line.
NOVEL

It

MOREY--

08

IN

dium, which seats 61,000 people.

,

Cldif-for-

Aurora, m., iw. jhl A woman
found lying unconscious in The yard of
the Free Methodist church here last
night with her skull crushed by a
blow from a heavy wrench was idencational convention, beating last year's tified today as Miss Jennie Miller,
aged 55, daughter of a former mayor
record in that respect.
of Aurora. Physician at St. Charles'
hospital, where she was taken, say
she cannot live. Miss Miller's handSOUR
STOMACH,
SICK,
bag, containing money and valuable
jewelry, was not found. Authorities
INDIGESTION
GAS Investigating the case hold a theory
of robbery.
"PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN" MAKES
SET STOMACHS FEEL FINE

1

ca-se-

5cuth5idePki3
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a work of art that its great fame was
FIGHTS FOR HOME
ANOTHER AMENDMENT
attributed. Its history was, however,
Athens, Ga. Nov. 20. The injuncSanta Fe, Nov. 20. That an attempt
most picturesque and its antiquity tion which Mrs. Helen Dortch Long-streewill be made to nullify the blue ballot
as never disputed even when its merwidow of the famous confed
its as a work of art began to be queserate general, secured to restrain an amendment by submitting another
tioned.
consttiutlonal amendment, seems to
When in 1101 the crusaders under insurance company from selling her be
apparent from the following edihearwill
the
of
a
be
Baldwin I penetrated the moeque of home,
subject
torial utterance of State Senator W.
Cesarea, the ancient temple of Herod, ing here tomorrow in the federal B.
Walton of Silvert City, which has
they found a wonderful greeu tinted court. On' November 2, Mrs. Long- octagonal dish which they believed street secured an order restraining caused the more astonishment among
from its appearance to have been fash- the insurance
political leaders here, since Walton is
company and the sherioned out of a single emerald. A ceniff
of Hall county from selling her considered tlw most likely candidate
tury later James de Voragine, archcongress on the democratic ticket
home
at Gainesville, Ga. Some time for
bishop of Genoa, the author of the
two
years hence and because it waa
Golden Legend, declared the vessel to ago she filed a petition in bankruptcy
the democrats who complained that
be surely the holy grail. According and the property, it is urged should
to the archbishop's chronicles the vic- be handled by the trustee. At tomor- the republicans had made the constitutors of Cesarea had divided the war row's hearing, the court will be asked tion, too difficult to amend:
. "The
apparent case with which the
booty into three parts. The first com- to make the injunction permanent.
New Mexico
constitution can be
prised all the land of the city, the secMrs. Longstreet is now living in
ond all movable treasure and meramended shows to the people of the
New
was
She
the
Jersey.
formerly
chandise and the third was the emer-al.- i
state the absolute necessity for an
dish. The Genoese crusaders un- postmistress at Gainesville, but was amendment
at an early day, making
from
office
removed
for "pernicious
der Guglielmo Embriaco chose the lat
it more difficult than it now is to
ter as more valuable than all the other political activity."
.amend the constitution. Unless this
After the thirteenth century
spoils.
is done, another year or two may see
he grail became the most venerated
COMPULSORY VACCINATION
relic of Genoa. It was preserved with
Santa Fe, Nov. 20. The department the constitution of this state changed
the most reverent care ia the chapel
of
education waa informed today that almost in its entirety. The subject Is
of St. John. the Baptist of the San
one for solemn deliberation
on the
Lorenzo cathedral. A guard of honor City Physician Sexton is vaccinating
of the electorate. An unstable
part
the
children in the Las Crtuces public
selected from the most noble Genoese
families was formed for its protection. schools who have failed to have that constitution is no constitution at all."
The severest penalties were Imposed operation perforpied. One death from
COMMISSIONERS
for touching the grail with a touch-ftonAGREEABLE
smallpox is reported among the chilor any other object
dren, while another case In the town
Santa Fe, Nov. 20. Corporation
It was the popular belief that the is under
Commissioner O. I
Owen
quarantine. Several
today
vessel wae not made by the hand of
are also reported from the southern granted the written request of
d
Ih an, but that Christ himself had fashThome of Washington, D. C, for
ioned it miraculously out of common part of the county. There are other
clay on the day of the supper. Oth- sections of the state Jn which sporadic authority to. sign the names of tha
ers maintained the view that its origin cases have appeared, warning school New Mexico corporation commission
dated back to the time of the queen authorities that the compulsory vac- to the petition
the interof Sheba, It was asserted that she cination statute had better be per- state commerce requesting
commission to suspresented It as the most precious gift formed and that, health authorities be
pend and Investigate the proposed adamong all her treasures to King Solo- on
the alert for cases so that they vance in freight rates by, western railmon in Jerusalem, by whom it was
roads.
used in the ceremony of the paschal may be promptly quarantined.
lamb. However much opinion differed
as regards the origin and composition
of the relic, there was uo divergence
i
un the point that the grail was the
most prized possession of the mighty
S
republic nay, the greatest treasure in
all Christendom.
Skeptics did not dare to raiee their
voices until the eighteenth century,
when some French visitors, on close
inspection, claimed to huve discovered
air bubbles in the glary substance of
the basin.
Napoleon did not overlook the grail
of Genoa. He ordered it to be conveyed to the cabinet of antiquities of
the national library of Paris. A special committee was thek appointed of
members of the French institute of
sciences, and they, after prolonged examination, declared the vessel to conFor their remarkable quickness of brain and fitness of
sist of mere colored glass of very little
body the nationi of the Last depend upon Rice.
intrinsic value. 'Sthen Napoleon's
Americans,
too, are learning the value of this
respoils, after his final defeat, were
V'
strength-givin- g
food that digests in one hour.
turned again to their rightful owners,
oerve
moreys solitaire Kice at your table several times'
the grail was, in 1815, restored to
a week, as a vegetable, as rice pudding, as rice
timbales, V- its shrine in the cathedral of Genoa,
mm sugar ana
r, ...vv. ...
and in a
but touch of its mystic atmosphere had
number of other ways equally tasteful. cream,
It's a splendid
vanished, never to return. Lately the
.Ulv
w. uiwi im uiuer
"
neavy loons.
iik
view was almost universally accepted
ne
j.
me
nest
"
Grocer
(Jan
Deliver
that although the extreme antiquity of
Here are a few of the many members
of the Solitaire
the dish was not disputed- - It is now
family-Cof- fee.
Tea, Spices. Flavoring kxtraits
Catsup Rutsms Peanut Butter, Sea
said to be of old oriental, probably
.
Preserves
JCen"T- ? 'Ve ofH"-canned
Phoenician, origin it has never been
mils
and
venetables.
f
employed as a table utensil, but probTHE MOREY MERCANTILE
CO, Denver
ably served as a priest's hand rinsing r
baeln or as a sacrificial vessel for
casting fragrant substances upon the
altar.
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ease breedlOK germs.
Upon entering the blood H. H. M. is NEW HAVEN AWAITS BIG
GAME
your body in about,
parried throughout
And in a brief time It
three minutes.
New
20.
Nov.
Haven,
Conn.,
On
control
so
under
trouble
bas any blood
Graduthe. eve of the classic football contest
that It no longer can multiply. broken-down
ally new flesh Is formed In all
tissues and the skin takes on the between Yale and Harvard the city
He- sure and get
i filled to
ruddy glow of health.
overflowing with graduates
a bottle of S. 8. S. today of any drug- and
students of both colleges. The
gist, but avoid all substitutes.
Around the bottle is an Illustrated cirodds are sligiitly on the Cambridge
cular that tells you bow to obtain speon account of its- great showing
cial free advice In quickly overcoming team,
S. S. S. Is preall through the season. The big
serious blood disorders.
game
pared only by The Swift Specific Co., 59 will be
played in the new Yale staSwift Hldjt.. Atlunta, Ga.

-

-

1
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Was Erected by Aaron Burr.
New York. While demolishing a
building at Reado and Centre streets,
house wreckers unearthed a water
tank erected by Aaron Burr who killed
Alexander Hamilton in a duel. The
tank had been used to supply the city
with water.

EXHIBITION

Springfield, 111., Nov. 20. Models,
photographs and other lllustrattona
will be ehown tomorrow in the hous
lng section of the Springfield survey
exhibition at the state armory. The
Celebrates Ninety-Nint- h
Birthday.
effort to qe.eure ideal homes by elimiOrange, N. J. At the celebration ol
nating dark,
rooms and her ninety-nint- h
birthday, MIbs Elizi-bet- h
unsanitary conditions is nte.vfw
Day handed her relatives and
the entire city, and the Rosso! Sasje frls'.nds an invitation to attend the
isjiilversary o! ber 100th birthday.
experts are lending a band.
I

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY,

DUTCH PROVIDING

SHELTER FOB
B ELGIANS

Samaritans always seem to lend a
hand. The kindly natures of the peo
ple are plainly shown in he present
crisis. Heavy as the burden is upon
Holland there is little disiosition on
the part of th.e Dutch to urge the Belgians unduly to return to their own
country.
NEW

THEIR

CITIES' RESOURCES ARE
TAXED, HOWEVER, TO GIVE
ACCOMMODATIONS

ISorgen op Zoom, Holland, Nov. 20.
Conditions among the Belgian refu

CODE

BANKING

Alvan N. White, Santa Fe; J

ITCHED AND

BURNEQJNTENSELY
Breaking Out Covered Whole Body.
Came in Pimples. Clothes Irritated. Used Cuticura Soap and
Ointment. Now Healed.

Santa Fe, Nov. 20. Although the
present stata hanking law was considered one of the best on any statute
2623 Stout Ft., Denver, Colo. "Tho
book, yet there is already strong presbreaking out started on my mother's back.
sure upon legislators for an entirely Later
it covered her whole body and caused
of banks
new
ode. The failures
intense burning and Itching.
It first came In pimplos and
since the coming of statehood exceedlater became rough and itchy.
ed in a few years the number that
The flesh then hardened. It
occurred during the Otero and sucwas so Itchy that she scratched
and caused It to spread. Her
ceeding administrations, covering a
clothes Irritated the breakperiod of a decade and a half, are
ing out; she could wear only
pointed out a evidence that there
Bilk garments. She got neither
must be a much more strict regula- sleep nor rest. The eruption was also on ber
tion and supervision of the state face and caused disfigurement.
"She tried everything that was prebanka A bank guarantee! act is also
scribed, but there was no relief. Then she
to be Introduced. The proposed bankbegan to use Cuticura 8oap and Ointment
ing act is to take in consideration the and they gave her relief at once. It lasted
after she began to use Cuticura
changes tha,t have been wrought in two weeks
Soap and Ointment and then sho was
the banking business by federal legishealed." Signed) Miss Dorothy Criasman,
lation.
Apr. 21, 1014.

Deining;

it

NOVEMBER

20, 1914.

inlsmciian for

A.

test is bound to bring about a more
liberal treatment of colleges toward
applicants for admission, and a wide
study of educational capabilities will
eventually supersede the old fashioned
tests for entrants.

Slate of Ohio, City of Toit-do- ,
Lucas County, ss.
Lucij Sufferers
The maker of Krkniiin's AlteraFrank J. Cheney makes vatti th
tive will he plenaed to send reports
he ift senior partner of the firm of
of recoveries from
and
n booklet .,f interest to sufferers,
J. Cheney and Co., doine business
with Information about diet ami
fresh air. Investigate thiH ease:
the
City of Toledo, county and sta
2141 SiimiiiehuniiH Ave., I'lillii., Pn.
and that said firm will p
"My Hear Sin Kor two year I
aforesaid,
wo a ufllieted with lirmorrhnfrrN
f
SMASHING WrNDMILLS
the sura of ONE HUNDRED DO
the Iuukm, unit luter I nan taken
with a nevere titlark of iineunionin.
LA.RS for each and every caso of
When I recovered Miflirienttv to
Nov. 20. Orders
to
Antwerp,
walk about the hoiiNe I 'whn left 'smash
tetrh that cannot be cured by the u
the
windmills
with n friKhtfnl, liaeklnar
up
anywhere Cf
HALL',3 CATARRH CURE.
which nn medicine I linil tnken eouth,
could
nllevinte. It hm at thin time, March. within ten miles of any possible en
FRANK J. CHENEY.
11)02. thut I atnrted taklntt Krkman'K
have been issued by offiIn n short time mj gagement,"
Alterative.
Sworn to before me and subscrll
of
cers
allied
the
armies.
I
wax
tcoue
anil
win
coiijih
proin my presence, this Cth day cf I
nounced well. I cannot nnenk too
It has been found that the Flemish
hi itIiI y tor the srond It haa done."
Ahhrevlnteil.l
windmills are as dangerous as they cember, A. D. 1SS6.
ISiKnedl HOWARD I KXOTSPi.
A. W.
(Seal)
s
Ecknian'8 Alterative 1b moot
are picturesque. Many of them surin bronchlitl catarrh and
Notary Public.
mount
throat and lung affec.tionB and
lofty brick bases which give
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken iutt
the svstern.
Contains
75
the
100
wheels
a
of
total
or
height
no harmful or
g
rlrutra.
nally and acts directly upon the tloi
Small size
Accept no substitute!!.
feet.
$1; regular size, $2. Sold by leadiriR
The Germans were quick to avail and mucous surfaces of the systei
druBTKlsts. Write for booklet of recoveries.
themselves of these high windmills as Sond for testimonials, free.
Kckinnn Laboratory, Philadelphia.
F. J. CHENEY and Co., Toledo,
nd E. Q. Murphey and Red Crosi signal stations and both by day and
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
use
made
of
In
them
night
they
Drug company.
many
Take Hall's Family Pills for co
of the fights in Flanders.
Price $1 and $2 a bottle.
tlpation. Adv.
in damp, chilly weather there is alImprovided business conditions a
ways a large demand for BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT because many reflested in. many of the trades.
people who know by experience Its
Rub a sore throat with BALLARi
great relieving power In rheumatic
TO
aches and pains, prepare to apply It SNOW LINIMENT. One or two '
It at the first twinge. Price 255c, 5b plications will cure it complete-Pricand $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Cen25c, 50c and SI per bottle. S.f
h- - Central
f
tal Drug Co. Adv.
.
Drug Co. Adv.

Las
Cruces; a. A. Richardson, Roswell;
Isaac Barth, Albuquerque; E. C.
Crampton, Raton; J. J. Mabry, Clovis;
C. E. McGinnls, Santa Rosa; George
Arnot, Albuquerque; D. T. Hoskans,
Las Vegas.
R, Holt,

BANKER ON TRIAL
Albuquerque, N. M-- , Nov. 20. John
B. Enfield, cashier of the State National bank of Artesia, N. M., was
placed on trial in federal ;ourt here

today charged with having concealed
in personal liabilities in a report to the comptroller of the curren
cy. The bank recently has gone Into
liquidation.
$7,000

edica-ciou-

gees crowded into this little city are
typical of the situation in all Dutch
towns near the Belgian border. With
LAND FOR BELGIANS
a population of 10,000 ordinarily, BerSanta
Fe, Nov. 20, Twenty thou
0
gen op Zoom now shelters about
sand acres of state lands are wanted
persons. Most of the homes bave
by Vlrgit Moore of Berneley, Cal.,
given over rooms to refugees. Barns,
upon which to colonize indigent Belwarehouses, churches and other pubgians. Mr. Moore writes the state
lic buildings have been turned into
land office that it Is a charity propo
dormitories and eating houses.
sition altogether and that he and asDuring the siege oFAnitwerp refusociates would furnish the m6ney to
gees were sent here by the train load.
buy the lands aa well as equipment
(Most of them were penniless, for the
and Implements to start out the Bel
Samples Free by Mail
Belgians who had money went to
He asks for advice as to the
LEE L. MALONE DEAD
gians.
To prevent dry, thin and falling hair, allay
London or some of the large Dutch
Santa Fe, Nov. 20. Lee L. Maloue, itching and irritation of the scalp, remove procedure and also as to what lands
ities.
crusts and scales, and promote the healthy are available for
a lyoung man who spent some time in
purchase, incidentally
The burden of feeding the refugees Santa Fe three, years ago, died at conditionof necessary to produce a luxuriant
stating that delay will be fatal to the
hair, frequent shampoos with Cugrowth
has fallen heavily upon the Dutch Dumedin, Fla., according to word re- - ticura Soap, assisted by occasional dressings proposition.
government and the various munici- reived here today. He was the son with Cuticura Ointment, afford a most efCommdsicner Ervien,
advised him
fective and economical treatment. A single
palities which are doing their best of a wealthy steel manufacturer of set
that it would take ten 'weeks to com- FRENCH
is often sufficient when all else fails.
OFFICER DESCRIBES
to make the homeless Belgians con Cleveland, O., who has a winter home, Cuticura Soap (25c.) and Cuticura Oint- ply with the law. as to advertising
THE DETECTION OF 'OLD
fortable. Most of them have only the in Florida. Young Malone cam to ment (50c.) are sold by druggists and dealers
so large a parcel of state lands
MAN'S" IDENTITY
clothes they are wearing and phil- New Mexico some years ago with his everywhere.32-- liberal sample of each mailed could be put up for auction to the
Skin Hook. Address postfree, with
are
committees
Beproviding sister and attended State College.
anthropic
card "Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
highest bidder. He also called the atParis, Nov. 20. "On coming out of
underwear and endeavoring to supply cause of his health he decided to make
tention of Mr. Moore to a number of a
dirt road, descending from Verdun,
warmer garments for the peasants, Las Ouces his home and there mar
Spanish land grants and other large says an officer who is
quoted in the
clad.
whom
are
of
who
lightly
survives
Dorle
ried
Miss
many
Brown,
tracts that are on the market as well Paris
a miserable
crossed
"I
Midi,
MAY
as to the federal reclamation projects
Thousands of Belgians who were him with their baby son. Malone was
creature leaning heavily on an oaktrains'
crowded
20 years of age.
unable to get into
under which land may be obtained in
staff. He limped along painfully as
New Mexico.
walked to Bergen op Zoom. Invalids
he were wounded and doffed
it
were brought on wush carts. Some
Remarkable Cure of Croup
hat in humble salute. I re
greasy
had
little
when
"Last
carried
accom
winter
A
boy
of the refugees
enlarged por
my
tight feeling in the cheat
sponded
absentmlndedly and went on
traits of relatives. Others carried croup I got him a bottle of Chamber.
janied by a short, dry cought, lndi my way.
bewomen
had
the
Iain's Cough Remedy. I honestly
chairs
CPtes an inflamed condition in the
Frequently
"An hour later, a mill rattling as
To relieve it buy the dollar
lungs.
sewing machines on dogcarts together lieve It saved his life," writes Mrs.
the crackling of branches, and the
of
t
in
the
with bundles of clothing tied
J. B. Cook, Indiana, Pa. "It
size BALLARD'S HOREHOUND
of a shell in a thicket beside
'
bursting
his
a
relieved
sheets.
and
coughing
you get with each bottle
phlegm
the
road,
brought us back to the real
POSTMASTER
GENERAL
WANTS
for what
free HERRICK'S RED PEPPER POR ities of
The Belgians and Hollanders living spells. I am most grat-f- ul
and at the same time to
war,
FEDERAL
OWNERSHIP
OF
him."
For
OUS PLASTER for the chest The
near the border haive a common lan this remedy has done for
the
wandering
vagabond the only
COMMUNICATION
LINES
svrup relaxes the tightness and the creature who could have so soon and
guage and are similar in appearance. sale by all dealers. Adv.
plaster draws out the Inflammation.
Many wear the wooden shoes seen so
Washington, Nov. 20. A second It is an ideal combination for curing so accurately posted the enemy on
NEW POWER COMPANY
generally and the little girls have '
detachment.
Santa Fe,' Nov. 20. Incorporation move toward; government ownership colds Bettled in the lungs.1 Sold by the position of my little
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In Las Vegas, in this late Novemand they did 11 that waB humanly
The question of buying: GOOD
ber season, more transcontinental auto break through. Si They
possible
Shoes ECONOMICALLY is a featomobile tourists are passing through
as
many as ten times a day
charged
ture of saving that must be careand at night they tried to approach by
weekly than the number who formerMade of serge, broad cloth or Gabardine in Redingote styles. Suits
fully considered, especially by men
ly drove through this city in a. month
creeping along the ground. But all.
are not only good Joking but excellently tailored now
which
Sr "
and
in
several
fall
have
or mora The comrng of
their assaults were repelled with great
and women that
diminished
bodies
were
has
winter
IS
German
It
scarcely
3,000
to
early
buy.
the family, for whom
slaughter;
the summer traffic, and fey the lime
left in front of bur trenches. - ,
NOT our purpose, nor would it. be
"After- every repulse each of,, our
arly spring i3 herethere will be a
economy for you, to sell you shoes
constant parade of tourists from the
mop grabbed two ojt three, mausers
of poor matieral and cheaply,inade
r ast"to GaHforalari,tT
with ammunition from ttnj, bodies of
; ,
ThiEt-lo- t
t'cspnsists of a bunttl4(jf,JPery fine iJJls .tnM of the mohi aerv- to. quota a, low p'r :c. But
mabeiifcfited
the dead and stood theiji alongside, in
Las Vegas has been
.
. .
Iceable1
..,
ihterials inconr.civative B tyles-no- w
came
trenches.l and whenfthe enemy
t
f
terially by" ffiitt increase In tourist
IT IS cur purpose to- ecil you good shoes for less money thtin you
a
his
fire
from
by
back he'wagiijccfived
traffic. Its garage- facilities have been
show you a
uusually have to pay elsewhere. For instance, we can
own weapons.
materially increased, with the conse
will'
and
you
for
$2.98
will
'sell
that
ladies"or a gentleman's shoe
"To guard against surprise at night
quent employment of many more men,
are
FOR
usually
know from former experience in buying shoes that you'
we
took all the empty bef cans, tied
business
a
"hotels are enjoying
larger
at
you
WOMEN
asked
$3.50 for the same kind. Again, shoes that we sell
so
them
that
and
them to a cord
piled
and the various lines of mercantile
will recognize as a, $4.00 value. Try us. We liave shoefl- kt. prices
sm
"Merode" Underwear in two piece 's all "wool suits and overcoats. Stein
when the Germans came creeping tomoney that
"business are acquiring
1
red
conbiiL
.S quality
convenient to all purfcts, and always for
ward our lines and the cord was touchgarment
otherwise would not come their way.
ed, they made enough noise to five
The most valuable asset to the soutJi-"ws- t
alarm. One night when the cans
the
howand Las V(ra particularly,
h
rattled, we replied with immedate
e advertlsmsT that tr-is
and there was no more distursection.
this
volleys
resoiirces of
that
la replenishing your supply for the holiday season, REMEMBER,
bance that night. In the morning we
i tl
iourists.
- to find lowest
v.ni make no mistake in coming here and expectingOur entire stock of boys' and men's all;
and overcoast .'Stein counted five hundred dead Germans
t . I
ri , if li
ti VioU ('
our damasK, uoin wmw ana ooiorea, rasu i" v'"
I ic?.
r
within a hundred
on
the
Bloch
.
men
ground
for
Suits
Everwear
lying
and
for
Boysf.
to $6.90.
t a yard up. Ready made white Tablecloths at froni
yards of the trenches.
ins at from 39c dozen ta $298 for six. This gives you a wide
t i
in
i
s;f fir'u'pft from which to choose and you save at least 25 per cent
i
NEW STATE SONG
LAS VEGAS' BUSIEST STORE
Santa Fe, Nov 20. The new state
song by Mrs. William H. Bartlett, a
school teacher at San Aear.Io, which
Las
Vegas
Op
All wool coats large shawl collars, double brensted, .'assorted
colors
was first sung at the Santa Fe somNew
The
r
C
at
featured
two
the
with
he
.
will
Dockets
ber
...
,.
.
school,
, . . . .
,.,
flap
,
Special
Mexico
Plaza
r
educational convention by the Santa
s.
Fe Glee club, wWcb. 'wf.l be accom- The advertising committee of the
Commercial club already nas unaer
way plans for an extensive publicity
campaign early next year.

.........

..

ELECTION IS

,

SUALLER

,

o. countries suffering fromithe rav
ages of war has aroused much inter
est here. The United States navy col:
ller jMSi, which Is bringing the gifts,
is expected at Falmouth in a few.
....
.....
days.
The Belgian minister has requested
the American relief commission to
take charge of the presents destined
for Belgium. lie suggests that they
be transshipped from the Jason to
Rotterdam, where the machinery of
the commission might be utilized for
The commission
their flistributiolti.
is renewing its endeavors to,, persuade
the British government to7 raise the
embargo on the exportation of food,
as It is feared the cargo eoming from
America will not arrive in time to
prevent actual starvation in the remote parts of Belgium.
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S22.50 and $25.00 New Fall Suits
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$15.0ftio $22,50 Fall
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S2.50 Silk diid Wool Underwear
-

r

Ju mmJ.

Thanksfjivin5 Table Linen

Boys' and Men's Suits and Goafs
wool-suits-

.
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Overcoats

Illl SHOUL D WORRY?
on your mind? Do you wonDo
der from week to week how you will get the TASK performed
to
no
one
you start things steaming early and then find you have
-- !,'
,; y
help you do your washing?
IS

WASH

DAY

Your overcoat is af

National Ave

Paul M. Mirise of Trinadad came
into town this afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W, Dpolin bfc Shoemaker arrived In Las Vegas today. t
Miss Helen Kelly left on train No.
Reuben R. Rii ook ajrlvpd,' (this I today for Santa Fe, for a few days'
.;,
visit with friends. f
i;
morning fronj El Paso, jjjj
F. C. Led with came into town- yesR. S. Humphrey of Denver was a
terday. Mjy Ledwith represents riae
businessi visitor here today.'
Curtis Publishing company of Phila, G. P.. Sanchez
of Watrous' was in delphia.
town, this morning on business.
Mrs, Francisco Sandoval left today
J. W. Johnson of Santa Fe arrived for Albuquerque, where she will athere last night for a brief, visit.
tend the State Teachers' association
Albert Soel of Albuquerque was. a meetings,
Mra E. F. Coddington of this city
business visitor bore this morning,,
Mrs. J. B. Little came in last night will leave tonight for Washington, D.
C, and Hot Springs, Va. She exfrom Mora on a shopping trip.
Charles Fraker arrived last night pects to be absent for about a month.
Phil IL LeNoir came tack from Alfrom Wagou Mound. Mr. Franer Is
Mr. LeNoir
buquerque
yesterday.
a druggist. .
E. H. Biernbaium, deputy clerk of has been. In the Duke City for about
Mora county, came in this, morning a week, helping in the campaign for
a T. M.;'c, A. building.
from Mora.
Professor D. Fischer arrived last
Luciano Maes, a rancher, came, in
this morning from Maes, N. M., on night from Brooklyn, N. Y. Professor
Fischer is a sleight of hand artist He
personal business.
.Antonio,' Junch of Santa Fe arrived recently appeared in Denver and Pue45ere' today for a short stay. Mr. Junch blo w.. He is visiting his friend,
Marks of this city.
....
ny nis wire.
Simon, who has been visiting
Tom- - Zellers, a rancher from "Wat ,, rE!- -bnoKher-in-laand sister, Mr.
to
make
this
his,
was
here
rous,,
morning
and Mrs. Morris Bendix of this city.
some purchases.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Matthews of left this afternoon on train No. 1
Cherryvale, were in Las Vegas this for Santa Fe. Mr. Simon is taking
a business trip throughout New Mexmorning on a shopping trip.
Jose Ibato'uierre''csyne Into ico.. Hi ihome Is In Denver.
Mr., and Mrs. v. L- Maloon passed
town this morning fr'om'''La,T,ienta-- .
Las Vegas this morning on
through
Has to make some nurchases?
ir
Springs,
J. A, Coyne arrived last night from their way from Colorado
Raton. He will stay here a short Colo., tP Santa. Fe. The Maloons are
time to attend to personal affairs. ..
traveling In their automobile. They
r
rais-ea
Jesus llaria Quintana, sheep
rep9it,fithe roads from Raton south
of Concepcion, was here this? as benj In first class condition.
'Two 'aitomobile loads of tourists ar.
morning, op. a business visit.- T Hamon .Farkhurst came into rived here last night and left this
town last night from Santa Fe. He morning. Those in the party were
will make a short stay on business. Mr. and Mrs. James H. McGill and
of "beaver, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
. Bj. P. Sieman of Benton,; IowaJs family
'
'o
II.
Hilt.
Neb., and John
A."H.
Lorenzen of pis
a guest of
The
Omaha.
a
;of
was
party Is on
iflanson
Sieman
city. Mr,
formerly
coast.
to
the
Denver
Its'
way from
of Las Vegas.

J. M. Cunningham, President
Frunk Springer,
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matter
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Follow this recipe and make some

just melt in jour

Maple Nut Patties they'll
mouth and delight you with their flavor.

TOWLE'S
tfrhtiffifr

'

'

MMI

Sif

mm

w

s

FJAPLE SYRUP
filakeg flQm'e,a"toeet

" Home,

SO

SMS

Indeed

P:.

One pint Log Cabin Syrnp.
one teieup granulated
lilaple Wdt
'
cold water,
or
two
three
tablespoons
(nipir,
teasiKion suit, cream of tartar, sweet crearni Bring
to boil, add pineli cream of tartar, dissolved. Alter
brief boilinit, add gill of sweet cream. Stir until it
forms a ball when put into cold water. Put in salt,
to creum. When set cover with
sti' until it tarns
of water,
wet cloth uni il softened. Set on tire in pan
softened
in a teacup walnut meats.
stir
wUrii
from tire leaving upper aa in hut wuter. Dip
out small portions in patty form.
M..

Buy Log Cabin Syrup of your grocer in the
can
your guarantee of
and
flavor
and
quality
purity

The Towla Maple Products Co.

Sale fceactquarters: Peoples Gs Bunding, Cl.icgo
Si. Paul. Mien.; St. Johnsbury, Vermont

G- -

NATIONAL

BANK

IIAYDON

H. W. KELLY
D T. HOSKINS

Sirnie Davidson arrived on congress from Oklahoma, was brought
No. 1 today to spend a few days to Shreveport today to answer to three
with friends. Miss Davidson is con indictments charging impersonation of
nected with the tuberculosis sanitar a government officer and violating the
ium at Denver.
law which forbids any person acting
Frank Brady left today for his home as attorney or agent in Indian claim
in Watrous. Brady Is a student at
territory without having obtained gov
the New Mexico Normal University ernment consent. Powell was re

.

U

.

INTEREST PAID ON DEP0SIT8

f,

MiSB

President
..Vice President
Treasurer

i
.mm.,

'J

'

train

and is returning to hi home to spend leased on
the Thanksgiving vacation.

Miss Helma Vollmer left today for
Santa Fe, where she will visit Miss
Aurora Lucero, formerly of this city.
The two young ladies will attend the
meetings of the State Teachers asso
ciation at Albuquerque.
Miss Etta Stocksleger of Yorkville,
III., arrived here this afternoon. She
will spend a few days with ber friends
Miss Nora Crimmins and Miss
Mary Crimmins of this city, and then
continue her journey to Pasadena,
Calif., where she will spend the win
ter.

WAR
(Continued From Page One.)
from Rome are to the effect that in the fighting at El Arish,
a fortified Egyptian town on the Mediterranean, the British suffered heavy
losses. The Italian colony in Egypt,
is suffering from the prostration of
all lines of trade." .
Heavy Russian Losses
The .London Times estimates that
Russian losses in their last defeat by
General Von Hindenburg at 40,000 to
The Austrians captured 18
50 000.
machine gun3 and several large field
guns.
'The popolo Romano and the Irearacion, Rome newspapers, say wn
further resistance on the part or tne
Servians is impossible.
'The Information comes from the
that
iwirUii mllitarv headquarters
a
i3
proin
the fighting
stand
ceeding favorably. A Russian
ard, four guns and many prisoners
were taken.
"The Turkish troops have been re
inforced by Persian tribesmen. Lord
Newton estimates the British losses

'

bond.

'

'

ENFIELD ACQUITTED
Albuquerque, Nov. 20. John B. Enfield, cashier of the closed State National bank of Artesia, was acquitted
in federal court today on a charge of
making a false report to the comp
troller of the currency, ! 'The govern- ffientcfailed to prove iniisnt to defraud.
EXPEDITION! IS SAFE
New York, Nov. 20. All the mem
bers of the Crocker land expedition
headed by Dr. Donald B. MacMillan

were well on August 29,. according to
a letter on that date bjn Elmer Skblaw,
geologist' of the party. Part of Ek- blaw's letter was made public today
by Edmund Otis Hovey, chairman of
the committee in charge of the expedition.

Ister Moreno concerning the protests
n
of France and Great Britain In
with the reported violation of
her neutrality obligation by Ecuador.
Senor Moreon declared the government had observed, the strictest neuIn the matter, of the com
trality
plaint that belligerent vessels had
violated the neutrality of the Galapagos islands in the Pacific, the foreign
minister said the government was
ready to have this occurrence Investi.
gated.

YOU
SU!T
For Fall and Winter should ba
ordered now.

MAY EXTEND

ma rauroaa ana tne building or
ships to meet the prospective increase
in South American trade was discussed here today at a special meeting of
the road's directors. No' conclusions
were reached on those subjects, but
another meeting of the board Is to
be h.eld early In December when defi- -

com-

n--

prising all the latest weaves, and

at right prices.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

..iv

THEATRE

solute, according to advices which
reached Washington today, licenses
for the exportation of any of the pro
duct to the. United States having been

v.

TEXAS CUT

i

TAILOR

TONIGHT

FRIDAY

iWorth, Texas, Nov. 0.
Colquitt, it was announced liere.
today at tte headquarters of the state
sanitary commission, has Blgnbd a
Texas
proclamation " quarantining
against all states except Oklahoma,,
Louisiana and Arkansas, on account
of the foot .and mouth disease.

Harry Siebert Smith Co.
Great Double Bill
By

Insistent Demand

The New Chief
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and
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and
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3: FEATURE PICTURES
Remember!..'
Prices,
Reduced

SCULPTRESS IS DEAD
Washington, Nov. 0. Mrs. Vinnie
Ream Hosie, the sculptress; who enjoyed the distinction of being the first
woman of her profession to receive
a commission from the povcrnmeLt,
died here today after a long iilm.,s.
She did Lincoln's statute in the rotunda of the catiltol and tba figure of
Admiral Farragut which stands in the
square bearing his name in this- city.

for

r

Tonight'
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Gov-er,.j-

I
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Initio

FIVE PERSONS KILLED
IN AUTO COLLISION
TRAIN

HITS MACHINE

A MERRY PARTY

IN WHICH
IS JOY

ORCHARD CURED

Fort Dodge, la., Nov. 20. Five per
sons were killed and one Injured when
automobile in which they were
riding was struck today by a Minnea
polis and St Louis northbound passenger train at Halligan, 12 miles
from here.
The dead:
I. T. Rousu, John Berner, Katherine
Roush, 18 years old, daughter of I.
T. Roush, six year old son of I. T.
Roush, all of Rockell city; Francis
Smiley, of Jolley, Iowa.
Mrs. Roush, who was with the par
ity, suffered a broken hip and minor
injuries. Her husband died in a local
hospital this afternoon. Berner was
the fiance of Miss Roush. Ths party
was enroute to Halligan and in attempting to cross the railroad track
the car was1 struck by the train, which
Roush
apparently had not been
was a farmer.
'

FROZE

SUN-KHSE-

'VALLEY OP THE MOON''

RIDING.

FAREWELL APPEARANCE

of the

HIM OUT.

Cliisicr "lix.e.isins
AT PRODUCERS PRICES

Delivered to your home, ail charges

uoiit

ne

Cut the high 'cost of living. Money cheerfully refunded if not the most
delicious raisins Vu ever tasted. Packed in special air tight receptacle.
Guaranteed td retain their natural flavor and original freshness.
A book of receipts, entitled "DAINTY RAISIN DISHES,
FREE will be eent free of charge with every order. Slip a dollar bill and send it on today. We take the chance.
Stanipa accepted. Catalogue of prices oa other dried
IV'rfts

eent':6n request 't

DO

tb.ato-'to-b-
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ECUADOR 15 NEUTRAL
Quito, Ecuador, Nov. 19 (via Guayaquil, Nov. 20). The American min-it- er to Fxuador. C. S. ITurtman, Jsad
a conference today whh Fori1! en M.lu- -

,

PREPAID

:.

"20.1 tfiought it
was' fetter' sto- sell"rai
pinched, out." ,,This was the reply
which WUiianj.'. Manierre, a' former
manufacturer pf corn products, made
today, in, the. hearing of the government's dissolution,, suit against the
Corn Productsefming company wnen
asked why he old out to the alleged
combine. The witness said be received ., $150,000 for- his business, which
i existed lirlncipaliy of the manufac-uire- "
of syrups. Before the formation
company, the
of the iCorn Products
witness said, he was able to manufacture and sell glucoses. Afterward the
manufacture of glucose became un
profitable for him, and he found it almost impossible to buy it for use in
the manufacture of syrup.

Luscious

Five Poird Box

'

'Chicago, "::iiov.
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PgODUCEBS::"EICIIAKGE
VMZ'" BERKELEY CALIFORNIA
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.Kiiut Las Vetrs, N. Ju,
Albuquerauc, K. M,
recrw, N. M.
TrinMnd, Colrt.
Howe, N. M.
Satrta ( ,, N. M.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
H, W. KeUy, President
Jacob Gross, Vice-Fres- t.
Clarence Men, Seey. & tiew.
Doauld Stewfti-d- ,
C. C. Bobbins.
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Shreveport, La., Nov. 2.1. Alexander P. Powell, said to be a
of
jChoclaw Indian, formerly member

OF

rwt

FRESH FROM THE

aT80.000.

"Dispatches from Rome state that
there Is a serious agitation s.mong the
Sudanese working people of Alexanthe
dria since the manifestation' of
'
Inforwar.
holy
caliph decreeing
mation from Durban, South Africa, Is
to the effect that 3,00ff Boers bave
gathered near Bloemfonteln, and that
an attaclt on the town Is feared, The
500:
garrison Jhere numbers only
French
false
the
to
"Contrary
:eoficerning the JPSU0NU of
at Compeign by the "Germans, the conservator of the castle, l
Monrol,
the well known historian
:l
states in the Rome paper Tribunp.
to
the
done
been
that no damage has
castle. He says the Germans were
very polite and that he is grateful to
them."

Washington, Nov. 20. The embargo
on Australian wool has been made ab

TAPPET

C11AS. LEWIS

SlTeATl

EMBARCO IS ABSOLUTE

New York, Nov. 20. The question
of extending the mileage of the Pana

We have a complete line of foreign and domestic suitings,

nite action on both!' proposi'tions may,
The directors at the meeting included Secretary of War Garri
son, who is an
member of
the board.

betaken.

revoked.
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Puritan Sanitary Laundry
1201

$50,000.00

4

Get our prices on "wet washing" and "rough dry." Let, us worry.

'

SURPLUS

Mackinaws

i

Phone MaJn 267

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

AND

a worry

A BURDEN
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FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
There are many times when one
mail questions another's actions and
motives. Men act differently unaer

2

circumstances.

different

The

ques-

tion Is, what would you do right now
if you had a severe cold? Could you
do better than to take .Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy? It Is highly recom
mended by people who have used u
for years and know Its value. wr.

ME

3g

I

me optic

CAFL

AND

EE5TAUBANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER!
IBM BEST GOODS OBTAIN ABUi ALWAYS HANDLJW

isOCIETY DIRECTORY T

11

'

L. O. O. MOOSE Meets eectnd and
LODGE NO. St A. F.
each
fourth Thursday
evening
A. M. Regular com
W.
at
month
O.
hall.
W.
Visiting
aad
muBlcaUon first
laird Thursday In brothers cordially invited Howard T.
ch month. Yiltln Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy.

CHAPMAN

E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Cham
berlain's rvueh Remedy Is worth its
weight Id gold and I take pleasure in
au
recommending It." For sale by
Adv
dealers.

1'!

blathers cordially in
H. B. Vw

OF COLUMBUS, COUN
KNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804 Meets second and
fourth Thursday in O. R C. hall
member
NO. 2, Pioneer bunlding. VlBitlnf

Tlted. Guy M. Cry. W. M
Pettem. Secretary.

FOR PUBLICATION.
- i.
us-Probate
uouri, oau iri.inl
the
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,
County, New Mexico.
invited.. Colbert C
Reg- - are 'cordially
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Julian
of
estate
the
of
matter
In the
eecono xuw Root, G. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.
conclave
ular
Sandoval, deceased.
dev in each menth at Ma- To Whom it May Concern: Notice
'V
GEO. H. HUNKER
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
is hereby given that the final repoit
Attorney-at-LSmith, E. C; Cha. Tamme, Recorcer,
of the executors in the above entitled
Las
East
Vegas, New Mexico.
estate has been filed in said court, and mm
ROY- MAIN 2
NO.
NUMBER,
S,
CHAPTER
a
UFGAS
tJptTc's
i
a
the 4th day of January, 1915, has been
OR? F. ft. HUXMANN
ADVER
BATES FOR CLAS1FIED
ai ARCH MASONS Rtgular convo
set by the court for the hearing of
Oantlst
eacn
,
In
TISEMENTS
first
Monday
cation
objections to the same and the final
work of any desortptloa at
Denui
Masonic
Temple
at
month
settlement of said estate.
moderate prices
line each insertion
at 7:30 . m. P. A. Brinegar,
Witness my hand and the Beal of Five cents per
Office Pbo
- Room 1, Center Block.
tsecrea
to
words
line,
O.
F.
six
Biooa,
H.
Estimate
P.:
ordinary
frNrf
said court this 5th day of October, A.
Main 41
Phone
381.
Residence
Main
two
No ad to occupy less space than
tary.
D
1914.
All advertisements
charged
lines.
CELSA S. SANDOVAL,
set I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
at
actually
booked
space
wiirbe
LOCAL TIME CARD
ANDRES SANDOVAL,
without regard to number, of words,
4, Meets every Monday evening at
Executors.
I'?
Cash in advance preferred.
their hall on Sixth street. All visitsng
East Bound
brethern cordially invited to attend.
Vou will like their positive action.
Detail
Arrive
Ji. Friedenstine, N. G.;
A.T.Rogers, No,
fnm of feet on the bow
1:20 p. m..... 7:41 . ft
I....
V. G.: T. M. El wood, Secretary; Kan No. 4. ...11:64 p. m
11:11 p. 6
els, and give a wholesome,' thorough
bowel
tract
Wertz, Treasurer : C. V. Hedgck,l No! I.... 1:25 a. m...., l:It a. m
the
entire
cleaning to
of good Cemetery Trustee.
. s
Stir the liver to healthy activity and WANTED To buy three head
No, II.,.. 1:15 p. m
Adress
Optic.
cows.
milch
B.,
West Bound
keep Gtomach sweet Constipation
B. P. Ot ELKS Meets1 second and
headache, dull, tired feeling never af
Dean -- t
Arrive
8
First
at
c;nt.
WANTED
$3,000
per
fourth Tuesday evening of each No.
feet those who use Foley Cathartic
1:16 f.
1:10 p. m
I....
class security guaranteed. Adress month Elks' home on Ninth street No.
a. ft
Tablets. Only 25c O. G- - Schaefer
I.... :35 a. m.... f:4l
A. G., Optic
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers No 7..-Tand Red Cros3 Drug Store. Adv.
4:20 a. m.... 4:11 f. &
are cordially invited. Wm. H. Spring
C:5 v n.... V.U f. 8S
room with er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se No,
man,
WANTED
young
By
women's
cf
of
The report
progress
sleeping porch, with or without cretary.
unions was not the least of the lm
board.
Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
Apply Optic.
portant papers at Philadelphia.
They hang on all winter it nor
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
the way for serious
for
Middle age woman
WANTED
important
ITY. COUNCIL NO; 2390 Meets In checked, and pave
Get a bot.
diseases.
and
a
throat
home.
Ap- W. O. W
lung
Bear in mind that Chamberlain
light housework; good
hall, Sixth street, on the
Tar
and
of
tie
Honey
avenue.
Foley's
but
bowels
move
1103
the
Lincoln
each
Tablets not only
ply
first and third Mondays of
take it freely. Stops
and
and
brothers
strengthen
the
8
m,
appetite
improve
month at p.
Visiting
heals raw Inflamed
the digestion. For sale by all dealers. WANTED A good reliable girl for and Ladies always welcome. O. L. coughs and colds,
the
loosens
phlegm and ia
1016
throat,
Apply
Mont
Cora
Miss
general housekeeping.
Freeman, President;
for children
Best
laxative.
Fifth street.
aeue. Financier. Mrs. A. V. Morrow, mildly
No opiates. O. G.
and
persons.
vot
grown
Z.
from President Lynch the $10,000
Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue;
awr
1011 Schaefer and Red Cross urug
ed to him at the recent international WANTED A salesman to handle out w Mnntaaiie Assistant Deputy.
Adv.
line in Las Vegas aud vicin'cy; Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. Mi
convention.
bond required; good pi position.
Best Cocgh Medicine for Children
Write Grand Union Tea Co., Color FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD NO
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
for
In
Colo.,Foley
particulars.
ado Springs,
There Is such ready action
'Three years ago when 1 was living
102 Meets every Monday night It
their
a1
avenue
healing
feel
you
on
in Pittsburgh one of my children had
O. R. C. hall,
Douglas
Kidney Pills,
from the very first dose. Backache, WANTED Salesmen to represent re. 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cot a hard cold and coughed dreadfully.
liable nurseny, ladies or gentlemen, dially welcome. J, T. Buhler, PresI Upon the advice of a druggist I purr
weak, sore kidneys, painful bladder
to work town or country, good sal- - dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary; chased a bottle of Chamberlain
and irregular action disappear with
.
11
f ft
Green
Bay,
O.
their use.
Palmer,
ary. Address liox zo6, or can
C. W. Baily, Treasurer.
Cough Remedy and ft benefited him
Railroad avenue.
Wis., says :"My wire Is rapidly re
at once. I find it the best cough med
covering her health and strength, due
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA icine for children because it is pleas
Rmut
solely to Foley Kidney Pills." O. G.
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly ant to take. They do not. object to
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Stora
Lcve at O. R. C. hall, on the second taking it," writes Mrs. Lafayette Tuckf
-- Adv.
FOR RENT South suite housekeep and fourth Tuesdays of each month at Homer City, Pa. This remedy conand
ing rooms, El Dorado hotel. Steam
p. m. J. S. Nelson, Consul; G. tains no ODium or other narcotic,
as
confidently
child
a
Loto
Z.
According to tabulators, there were
W.
be
heat, electric light.
given
may
Montague,
Laemmle, Clerk;
in the world In 1912, a total of
cal Deputy. Visiting members are es as to an adult. Sold by all dealers.
members of trades unions.
Adv.
FpR RENT Seven room steam pecially welcome and cordially Invited.
heated modern house, furnished.
C I T R 0 L A X
1022 Fourth St., Mrs. Dillon.
NOTICE
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Wanted

1

.

Com-noun-

--

-

For

C

I T R 6 L A X
CITROLAX

For

--

GOAL AO B

Ssiist

Best thing for constipation, sour
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bow- FOR SALE One book case, SOS Naels. Stops a sick headache almost at
tional avenue.
once. Gives a most thorough and sat
nauno
no
pain,
isfactory flushing
FOR SALE My residence at 620 Co
sea. Keeps your system cleansed,
lumbia avenue, very cheap; it will
Ask for Cit
3weet and wholesome.
you to investigate. E. S. Lewis.
(pay
rolax. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
PUBLIC SALE Of all farming implements, horses, poultry, etc., on
A demand for 30 cents an hour was
Tuesday, November 24, at 10 a, m.,
made by Newark, N. J., teamsters,
at the ranch of Bertha C. Thornhill,
and they were obliged to strike to get
three miles out on Mora road. Free
it
lunch.
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

-

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

-- RETAIL

PRICES

'

pounds
1,000 pounds
200 pounds
50 pounds
Less than 50
2,000

POSITIVELY MASTERS CROUP
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound

cuts the thick choking mucus, and
clears away the phlegm. Opens np STRAYED or stolen from 1009 Main
the air nasaaees and stoim the hoarse
street, brown scotch collie. Reward
cough. The gasping, strangling fight
for his return.
for breath gives way to quiet breath
ing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,
TJ3
Mass, Mich., writes :"We give Foley's
Honey and Tar to our children for
homesteads; advance inforcroup and It always acts quickly." OG. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store
mation; counties San Miguel, GuadAdv.
alupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
state township desired; will give
9
over
It is also reported that
sections subject to entry! rot aim
per
cent of the total population, of Aus
fee $1; pay typewriting. Ira M.
d
tralia are union men; and that
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. 10., Washington,
D. C.
has over 8 per cent.

I
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Trambloy,
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Eleventh
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WHAT YOU YAST
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SELL wlIAT' YQU

WANT

i

B
I
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CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth

among those who

most

H
!
is

i M

.V.I
7Z I

When your rood does not digest
well and you
"blue," tired and
fllricouraried, y !' cho'iiJ use a llttlp
o. It crena the
UEUniXE nt 1".
els, p?irif!S the system and re- a fine feeling of healih and en
Sold by Central
y. Vtica fifw.

HIT

III El 1 K

W. T. Huchens, Nicholson, Ga., had SPANISH typewriting and shorthand
Ilia lessons by on easy and practical
a severe attack of rheumatism.

method.
street.

100 lbs.
pep 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.

per

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Famous.
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
AVENUE
DOUGLAS
701
OFFICE

Eng-nlan-

feet, ankles and Joints were swollen.
and moving about wa3 very painful.
He was certainly in a bad way when
he started to tako Foley Kidney Pills
He says, "JuM. a few doses madq me
feel bettor, and no my pains and
rheumatism are nil goae and I sleep
all night lon.r" O. G. Schaefer and
Ref Cross Trr.-- Store Adv.

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

or More, each dllvery.,
to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
to 1,080 pounds, each delivery
to 200 pounds, each delivery
pounds, each delivery
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THE PROPERTY you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hssar of your
property unless it were advertised here.
i

.

OTHERS who read and answer tbe ads in this newspaper want

(af.--

i

are anxious to pay for) hooks, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instru- menta.

.

;j WANT ADS are Inexprcslve, fet results and ETEIt
j
FIED. Try them.
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e have a new and com
plete line of samples,
anv one of which would

WHO WOULD NOT BE PLEASED
WITH A BOX OF

delight the most fastidious
tastes. They come in
styles to be engraved with
your name as well as those
suitable for sending without the name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this
year.
The engravers will be
busy filling orders. Therefore to avoid any possible
delay in getting your cards

-- X
i

1 EMBOSSED

v7"e

can furnish it in whit

or colors embossed to

your order in script, wreath
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms, without
cost for use'of the dies.
All three-lette- r
monograms
are engraved to order and
the die is delivered to you
with the stationery. There
is a large variety of designs
and the cost of engraving the
die depends uponlthe style.
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LAS VESA

the Las Vegas theatrical syndicate.
Messrs. Browne and Rosenwald stated
maintain the
today that they would
of
productions furnishhigh standard
and
ed In the past by Hoffman
Browne.
Free Show Tonight
bow
They will make their initial
Install,
first
the
tonight by presenting
ment of "The Trey o' Hearts" at the
Browne theater. To introduce tbis
free. Each
play, the admission will be Hearts-wi- ll
installment of "The Trey o'
consist of threo reels.
Mr. Hoffman said today that he bad
no definite plans for the future, but
that he would remain in Las Vegas,
where he has property interests.

:.;uiu;ioii):c!i.ici8

hi Uifttt INTEREST
BUSINESS MAN
COMES IDENTIFEID WITH
MOVIE BUSINESS

WEST SIDE

BE- -

Rosen wald has purchased
Cecilio
the interest of Nestor Hoffman in the
Tjim Vpiraa Amusement company, ta
transaction being inad through H. P.
Browne, Mr. Hoffman's partner in the
Mr. ; Rosenwald at once
nterprise.
assumed an active part in the man
agement of the concern, which has
control of four places of amusement,
the Duncan opera house, the Photonplay theater, the Browne theater and
the Vegas theater, the latter being a
handsome establishment on the West
' '
aide.
Mr. Browne, who has been connected with, amusement enterprises In
Las Vegas for nearly five years, will
'continue to devote all of his time to

TEA "PROHIBITION"
London, Nov. 20. Great Britain

MUTUAL THtATER
Bridie

TONIGHT
First Show Starts at 7;i5

STEARNS'

Store

:

:

GREEN CHILE

ONIONS

NATIVE AND COLORADO CELERY
GREEN AND WAX BEANS

CAULIFLOWER

HOT HOUSE LETTUCE

BEETS

CUCUMBERS

TURNIPS
CARROTS

PARSLEY

MANGO PEPPERS

DINNER

HERE

Thanhouser
"The Worth of a Life''
(Two reel feature) Kaybee

n

THE THANKSGIVING

TURKEY

BRING

"

LOCALllEWS

FRUIT
and
Old Taylor WMsfcey and Sherwood

to-

VEGETABLES.

from

II

VflR

Grocer and Baker

Mrs. H. T. DaviSk dressmaker,
moved to 407 Washington. Gowns
popular prices. Adv.

re-

at

Every , train going

twest is

carrying

car loads of Mexican laborers.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged They are being sent to Albuquerque
in wood. Direct from the distillery to and then south to old Mexico. They
two

At the Lobby, of course. Adv. were brought from Mexico to, do some
work along the Santa Fe and are now
Thomas Lipsett is reported to be in being returned home.
a serious condition on account of illAUTO STAGE
ness Mr. lipsett formerly was a mail
Automobile stage line to Mora tricarrier of this city.
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and SatJohn Pankratz, a rancher of the urday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a.
a. m. Leave
Chrryvale district of the inesa is m., arriving Mora 9:45
Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p.
to
cattle
car
loads
several
of
shipping
m. Fare for round trip, $5; one way,
Kansas City.
$3. Round trip tickets good for one
"The Worth of a Life," in two week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
parts, featuring Gladys Brockweil at
the Mutual tonight only. Admission
DOUBLE BILL AT THE
5 and 10 cents. Adv.

ML

We are cow prepared to do all kinds of upholstering and refinishing

at reasonable prices. We are In a

position to do all kinds of repair

work and guarantee

We also have quite a bit of store

WILL CLOSE
ENGAGEMENT

E

ITS

BIRDS WILL
CENTS

The market abounds this week with
all varieties of delicacies for Thanksgiving. While a definite price has not
been set on turkeys, it is the opinion
of the merchants that these birds will
sell for about the same price as last
year 25 cents a pound. The stores
have not received their shipments of
turkeys, but expect them in a few
days. All sizes will be on display, gp
housewives had better gauge the "stuffing capacity, of their youngsters, and
order accordingly.
For those if there by any such
that do not care for the conventional
Thanksgiving bird, the stores have
provided geese, ducks and chickens.
These will sell at a reasonable price,
although definite figures have not
been announced.
Plenty of garnishing will be available to round out the feast. All sorts
and varieties of vegetables are on
hand. Fresh tomatoes are cheap and
plentiful, both head and hot hduse
lettuce may be purchased in abundance, and parsley, radishes and onions
abound. Extra fine, beans, both wax
and string, have been received here
and one merchant is displaying an assortment of "stringless" string beans.
Cauliflower, beets, parsnips, turnips,
rutabagas and carrots are seen everywhere. Celery, a famous Thanksgiving edible, !s moderate in price. And
then there are sweet potatoes and
pumpkins, without which the holiday
could not, exist. One merchant also
has a fine shipment of California bell
peppers and smoked white fish. Cabbage is displayed at another store.
Fruit is still as plentiful, both in
quantity and assortment, as it was last
Friday. Strawberries and bananas
still continue to arrive and several
more shipments of the apples that
"make your mouth water" have been
received here. Lemons and persimmons are obtainable, and grape fruit
ia more prevalent than formerly. Several varieties of fine grapes have arrived, among them the justly far famed Tokays and Red Emperors. Chestnuts, cranberries and Persian dates
are on band to do their share in making this year's Turkey Day an auspicious one. And lastly, but not least,
there is enough sweet) cider in town to
float a battleship if any one were
foolish enough to, want to use it in
that fashion.

Train No. 7 was reported two hours
and 20 minutes late today. Train No.
The clever Jittle .stock, company at
10 is one hour and ten minutes bethe Mutual theater. will close its en
hind schedule time.
gagement tonight and by insistent
The office of the county clerk has demands of hundreds who failed to
paid a boiunty of $6 to R. M. Rhoads see "The New Chief of Police," will
of Mineral Hill for killing one wild present this gripping miniature drama
as well as "The Convict and the, War
cat and two coyotes.
den, thus presenting a great double
"The Trey o Hearts," by Louis Jo- bill of two of their best plays in ad
seph Vance, the great serial story in dition to a splendid program of feat
15 installments, will begin tonight at ure motion pictures.
The Harry Siebert Smith company,
the Browne theater. Admission Irte
besides having played to splendid
Come early Adv.
to everybody.
houses, has pleased its ,.; audiences
Last night Officer B. e. Ward ar- with tie two bills scheduled for to
rested Nellie Rubio and Anna Baca night. Mr. Smith, the manager, in an ANOTHER liilLLON HEN
on a charge of disorder and vagrancy. interview with a representative of
The arrest was made at Railroad and The Optio, stated that the present
FOR BRITISH ARMY
Tilden avenues, The girls were ar company is but one or 14 under the
raigned this morning before Police same management. The company
Judge D. R. Murray at the city hall. headquarters is in the Pantages thea- ADDED TO THE NUMBER NOW IN
They were fined $10 and costs. They ter building, San Francisco1,' 'irom
FIELD, THEY WILL BRING
paid the costs and the fine was sus- whence the companies are routed east
SUCESS ASQUITH
pended during good behavior. Anna and west.
Baca gave her age as 20 and Nellie
Among the various successes now
London, Nov. 20. The house of
Rubio said she was 17. She also touring the country on the larger cir- commons today
formally passed the
stated that she had been married for cuits the following is a partial list; vote for the
army estisupplementary
"Heart Throbs of a Great City," "The
two years.
mate, which provides for an addition
Socialist," "A Romance ut the
al army of one million men.
I. M. Walker was the appropriate
Coast," "Twenty Minutes in
This is the additional million men
name borne by a young , man who Chinatown," 'The Derelict," "The mentioned
by Premier Asquith in the
"ambled" into Las Vegas last night Man from Alaska," The Tango Tea, house of commons last
Monday. It is
on a walking trip across the country. "The Under Dog," "The New Chief of
from the territorials, and is adapart
Walker said he was traveling on foot Police," "The Loan SharK," "The Con- ditional to the
1,100,000 said already
for his health. He formerly was em- vict and, the Warden," "The Hop
to be under arms.
"The
"Below
the Dead Line,"
ployed in a copper mine in Mexico, Head,"
Referring to the supplementary esso that it is .probable that he did find Union Label" and many otners. These
timate, Harold J. Tenant, under secit healthy to leave that country of playlets will be seen in Las Vegas in
of state for war, said the offiretary
strife and revolution, by walking or rapid succession this coming season. cial view was
that this further milother means. He put up hero last Tonight being the farewell perform lion men
to be sufficient, so far
ought
night, using a mattress in the Y. M. ance, Manager Smith has reduced the as the government was able to see at
C. A., "gym" as all the other beds price of admission so that all could
present to crown British arms with
He left this attend without straining the family
there were occupied.
success.
morning, walking westward.
exchecquer. The prices tonight will ' He declined to
give the actual numbe 5 and 10 cents.
bers of men enlisted, but remarked
NOTICE
that the figures recently given out by
Office of the Treasurer of San Miguel
SHEEP MAN MURDERED
the prime minister, which were rough20.--mesA
Cheyenne, Wyo., Nov.
County.
ly In the neighborhood' of l.lOO'OfC
Taxes for the year 1914 are now sage, from Worland, Wyo., says that Were below
rather than above the ac.
of Antone Chabot ,a sheep
due. Taxes for the first half of the
'
tual
total,
was found in "front of his
year become delinquent on December rals-er- ,
1.
Taxes for the second half of the r,, h home last night." If had been
SEEKS VINDICATION
year become delinquent; on June 1, shot through the heart, it is believed,
San Francisco, Nov. 20. Former
coroner
and
The
an
assassin!
by
Bherlff left for the ranch this morn Mayor Eugene E. Schmitz, central figEITGENIO ROMERO,
(Signed)
ure with Abraham Ruef in a series of
"T
Treasurer. ing.
graft prosecutions following the earthquake and fire of 1906, is homeward
bound from New York with the definite intention of entering upon an ac0" T""
t"
J
tive campaign for election as mayor
next yW. This announcement was
made today by a brother of Schmitss,
who said the former
or
mayor would
a
for
"anywhere
Lack
about
the
the
is
still
house
Jap
anything
"seek vindication" at the polls.
best varniKh made. We have t in all sizes and colors. Prices absoTwenty-seveindictments
found
lutely the same as in any eastern city.
against Schmitz after he was thrown
AV"v HOUSE PAINTS.
EVERTTITlNfj IN' BRU-U- -3
cut of office have since been dismiss-

room which we will rent very reasonable.
)
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PAGE FURNITURE & UNDERTAKING CO.
511 Sixth St.

1

Phone Vegas 114

1

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

vative Bank.
ESTABLISHED 1876
Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

Pie Dcxys Are
Pumpkin
HfOiMHUM BAYS
No

n

guar-antee-

Bar-bar-

Thjanksgivlni Dirner will surpass the
one Wolled on a
LIOilAtlGII

ftBMLLEMBLE ' HAfiQE

Lo

J. C. JphnseHXSon,

TIRES

MO
;.

S:

.

1.

ents

TUOES

v

For the best on the' market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Non-Ski- n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.

.

Our undertaking department la in charge of Mr. Charles Day, who
has had fifteen years experience in the business. All work
Our private ambulance is always ready.

WOMAN DIES

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

--

j

INJURED

A

.

satisfaction

with selling colored oleomargerino on
which the tax has not been paid, was
authorized by the federal district
court, here todjiy. The government
has sent a special prosecutor to St.
Louia to conduct the cases.

Aurora, 111, Nov. 20. Miss Jennie
Miller, aged 55, who was struck down
wih an iron wrench and left unconsINVESTIGATING OLEO
St. Louis, Nov. 20. The
cious in the, yard of the Free Methodof a special grana jury to
ist church here last Wednesday night,
complaints against men charged died today.

A POUND

SWEET POTATOES

PANY

REF1SIII1.

TWENTY-FIV-

CRANBERRIES

,

irttl& GASH GROCER

BE

from
smuggle Austrian reservists
Canada to the United States, was held
for trial by a police magistrate here
today. Snyder'3 two sons, who were
arrested with him, were honorably discharged on an agreement between
counsel, as there was no evidence
against them.

Order Your

Dr. and Mrs. E. 1e Hammond . are
PLAY BGUSt
the parents of a baby' girl. The new
Las Vegan arrived yesterday afterTHE HARRY SEIBERT SMITH COM
noon at about 3:30 o'clock.

JKE DAVI&

UPIIOISTEH kW

PLENTIFUL

you.

In Cans

T

THANKSGIVING

Race With Death"

"Shep'

Adv.

In Boxes

ILL

of treason for an alleged attempt to

FRIDAY

Don't fail to see Gladysi Brockweil
tonight only at the Mutual theater.

Cod Fish in Strips

1314.

St:

v

Large for frying
Smaller ones for stew

20,

TURKEYS

For Your

at the Opera "Bar. AdYy""
day prohibited the exportation of tea Rye
those
to all continental portB except
Cutler Brotiers, insurance, North- of the countries of the allies and of
west
cornets of Plaza. Adv.
Spain and Portugal. This prohibition
is
indications
that
to
Is due
Germany
Call .Centra ffl .Frenhy Transfer,
receiving large euppies of t?a through
Main 35. Adv.
Phone
the Netherlands.

Sealshipt Oysters

GREEN

DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

ALL Vi'CZXCCaE

y

need-

AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTELD FC3 ITS FEEFECTKESS

j

"fJodorn l7mssa
knows there Is no economy in
inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she knows the best
is the cheapest. That is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively.
A
trial will tell you why in unmistakable terms. Order a sack today.
Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.
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